
#PROJECT: 

 

I am planning to start a blog and YouTube channel. The blog will consist of a few pages: About, Blog, 

Contact and Shop. The Shop will sell digital products: 

 

 1) PDFs, 2) Excel Workbooks, Training Videos. For the first year, I will probably only add free products to 

the shop and not try to sell anything. However, I will want to collect contact information from anyone 

downloading a product.  

 

In addition, I want to create an email list and send out a monthly newsletter.  

 

I would like to do the work myself but I am looking for some technical assistance to ensure I am setting 

everything up in the best possible manner.  

 

The key focus of this assignment is to set up my blog in Word press. However, further insights into how 

to integrate/cross promote with my YouTube channel would be a plus.  

 

I started a YouTube channel last year to learn the process. I posted about 20 videos so I know a little 

about the process. I am no longer making any more videos for that channel. It was only a learning 

project. I also started a blog earlier this year.  

 

It seems to be a bit sluggish and not performing as I would like. Again, this was a learning project that I 

will not continue.  

 

This project is to create a new blog and YouTube channel.  

Requirements for the assignment:  

1) At least 2 years’ experience providing technical assistance to Word press bloggers  

2) Examples of blogs you have worked on  

3) Ability to provide 3 references  

4) SEO experience a plus 

 

----------------------------xxxxxxxxxxx-------------------xxxxxxxxxxxxx----------------------xxxxxxxxxxxxx--------------- 



PROJECT PROPOSAL: 

 

Hi, I hope you are doing well. 

 

I will make a blog site for you and integrate your YouTube channel as well using YouTube feeds. Sure I 

will add form to collect emails and add functionality that products will download after form submission. 

For newsletters we can integrate mail champ. 

Don't worry I will teach you how to manage website. I am Seo expert as well, I will integrate Google 

search console and Google analytics and onsite Seo. I know how to rank YouTube videos on first page as 

well. 

 

Related Project: https://theworldismylab.altervista.org/ | http://fitfoodblog.com/ | 

https://heyamii.com/ | https://coffeesipsnlipstickstains.com/ 

 

I have this jnews blog theme please select demo if you like any of them: https://jnews.io/#demo 

 

I am YouTube Instructor here is my Channel: https://www.youtube.com/expandmorepk 

 

I have 3years of extensive and diverse experience in programming and website development.  

 

Budget: 310 USD and Time Frame for this project is 7days. 

 

Thank You and Regards 

 

Ahsan Khan 

 

 

 

 


